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ABSTRACT
Depth maps are used in many applications, e.g. 3D television, stereo matching, segmentation, etc. Often, depth maps are
available at a lower resolution compared to the corresponding image data. For these applications, depth maps must be
upsampled to the image resolution. Recently, joint bilateral filters are proposed to upsample depth maps in a single step.
In this solution, a high-resolution output depth is computed as a weighted average of surrounding low-resolution depth
values, where the weight calculation depends on spatial distance function and intensity range function on the related
image data. Compared to that, we present two novel ideas. Firstly, we apply anti-alias prefiltering on the high-resolution
image to derive an image at the same low resolution as the input depth map. The upsample filter uses samples from both
the high-resolution and the low-resolution images in the range term of the bilateral filter. Secondly, we propose to
perform the upsampling in multiple stages, refining the resolution by a factor of 2×2 at each stage. We show
experimental results on the consequences of the aliasing issue, and we apply our method to two use cases: a high quality
ground-truth depth map and a real-time generated depth map of lower quality. For the first use case a relatively small
filter footprint is applied; the second use case benefits from a substantially larger footprint. These experiments show that
the dual image resolution range function alleviates the aliasing artifacts and therefore improves the temporal stability of
the output depth map. On both use cases, we achieved comparable or better image quality with respect to upsampling
with the joint bilateral filter in a single step. On the former use case, we feature a reduction of a factor of 5 in
computational cost, whereas on the latter use case, the cost saving is a factor of 50.
Keywords: scaling, nonlinear filters, bilateral filters, 3D TV, depth map, disparity map, depth estimation, disparity
estimation

1. INTRODUCTION
In many applications, a depth map is used to present depth or disparity information [1][2][3][4]. Often, depth maps are
available at a lower resolution compared to the image, e.g. due to the characteristics of a range camera, due to the nature
of depth estimation algorithms, or as result of design choices to reduce computations. Such lower resolution depth maps
are not well aligned with object borders in the image. Furthermore, due to the use of algorithms that are based on
heuristics, depth maps may suffer from inaccuracies.
Depth map upsampling is used to bring the resolution of the depth map to the image resolution. In this paper, we address
upsampling by a factor of 8 in both horizontal and vertical direction where the depth map must be properly aligned to
object borders to prevent annoying artifacts [3]. The scaling factor originates from the disparity estimator [4] that is
based on a 3D recursive block search matching algorithm [5] that operates on 8×8 pixel blocks. This is a challenging task
because of the quality and stability requirements of the output, whereas only poor quality depth maps are available as
input.
Gangwal and Berretty [6] introduced an other application of depth map upsampling aiming at enhancing a full resolution
depth map. They showed how deliberate downsampling followed by upsampling of the depth map results in substantial
depth map improvement.
We are interested in filters that are of sufficiently low computational cost to have the potential of a cost-effective realtime implementation on consumer electronics platforms to support 3D-television applications. In this paper we focus on
a description of the depth upsampling algorithm. In a related paper, [7] we show how we achieved a real-time
implementation on a consumer DSP.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes related work. Section 3 introduces image
prefiltering. In Section 4, we describe our filter algorithm. Various filter configurations and analysis of the computational
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cost are described in Section 5. Section 6 presents the results of three experiments. The first experiment addresses the
impact of image aliasing and our prefiltering solution. Further, we show two use cases: first, a high quality depth map,
and second, a real-time generated depth map of lower quality. Finally Section 7 contains our conclusions.

2. RELATED WORK
Linear scaling (like Biqubic or Gaussian filtering) of the depth map results in blurred edges [8][9]. Common nonlinear
techniques, like median filtering or morphological filtering do not produce image-aligned depth maps since they do not
take the object boundaries of the images into account.
Tomasi and Manduchi [10] introduced bilateral filters: non-linear filters utilizing both (spatial) domain and (intensity)
range properties. Equation (1) shows the basic bilateral filter. An output image I΄p is a weighted average of pixels at
positions q from input image Iq in a neighborhood S of position p. The weight calculation depends on spatial distance
function s and intensity range function r. Function s is a conventional 2D convolution filter kernel. Function r decreases
with larger intensity differences to deliver edge preservation characteristics.
Around the same time, Izquierdo and Ghanbari [11] introduced feature-adaptive weighted Gaussian filtering to
distinguish object shape from texture and apply this technique on disparity maps. As such, they conducted early work to
process disparity or depth maps, thereby taking the image properties into account. Their approach shows similarities with
joint bilateral filtering, since they adapt a Gaussian smoothing filter by image properties.
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Eisemann and Durand [12] and Petschnigg et al. [13] introduced simultaneously the cross or joint bilateral filter, in
which the range properties are taken from one image to smooth a related image. Equation (2) shows how image contents
from an image I is used to filter a related image D (in this case, D may be a depth map belonging to image I).
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For our problem of depth map upsampling, we were inspired by private discussions with our colleague Chris Varekamp
[14], who proposed to use bilateral filters for depth propagation over multiple images in time aiming to adapt the depth
map for motion in the scene. We realized that our problem is related: whereas Varekamp propagates depth information to
a next frame, we need to “propagate” depth information towards the object borders. Therefore, we started to consider
bilateral filters for our problem at hand. Later we learned that Kopf et al. worked in parallel on the subject. In a recent
publication [8], they proposed to use joint bilateral filters for upsampling of depth maps according to equation (3), such
that the edge information from the image is used to guide the interpolation from low to high resolution. We will relate
our filter algorithm and results to their work.
D ph =
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Kopf et al. calculate the high-resolution depth map Dh by filtering the low-resolution input Dl over a filter aperture S
guided by a high-resolution image Ih. Symbol p denotes integer positions at the high-resolution image grid. Symbol q
denotes integer positions at the low-resolution depth grid, and the corresponding positions at the high-resolution image.
The filter uses an aperture of 5×5 on the low-resolution depth map. Functions s and r are a truncated Gaussian with σs of
0.5 and σr of 0.1. Upsampling factors of 2×2 up to 32×32 are used. Note that Kopf defines the 5×5 filter aperture in the
low-resolution grid, so for an upsampling factor of 8×8, this corresponds to a 40×40 aperture in the high-resolution
image grid.
In a simplified variant, the spatial function s represents a box filter, which returns value 1 within the filter aperture and
value 0 outside, according to equation (4). As a result, the spatial filter can be removed from the equation, so the
standard bilateral filter of equation (1) can be simplified to a filter with only a range component according to equation
(5). The simplification by applying a box filter as spatial filter s turns the bilateral filter into a content-adaptive 2D filter.
Hence, we observe that such content-adaptive filters are a specialization of bilateral filters. Ojo and Kwaaitaal [15] have
developed a spatial noise reduction filter using this approach. Also Buades et al. [16] and Weiss [17] discuss the
application of a box filter as a variant of bilateral filtering. Weiss further notes that iterative application of such
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simplified bilateral filter resembles a Gaussian spatial behavior. Barash [9] contributed in this field by further
generalizing and showing that the two weight functions acting in the spatial domain S and the range domain R of
bilateral filtering are actually equivalent to a single weight function based on a distance defined a higher order domain
S×R. Using this approach, he related bilateral filtering to adaptive smoothing.
1 if q ∈ S
s (q ) = 
 0 otherwise
I 'p =

∑w

I

p ,q q
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, where w p , q = r (I p − I q )

(4)
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It shall be clear to the reader that application of a box filter to simplify the bilateral filter can be applied to any of the
forms mentioned before (equation (1), (2) or (3)).
In an extensive tutorial, Paris et al. [18] refer to the elegant and simple nature as one of the success factors of bilateral
filters. This makes it easy to acquire intuition about filter parameter choices and the resulting filter behavior in relation to
signal properties. Our experience is in line with this observation. Next to experimental results, we will also motivate our
choices by intuitive reasoning on image and filter properties. In our application, we observe that an object edge is
typically represented by color changes in the image in combination with changes in the depth map. The higher image
resolution provides a more precisely defined edge location. Due to the edge preserving characteristics, the depth map is
smoothed out within areas of similar color, but the depth filter adheres to the object edges. Hence, by applying a joint
bilateral filter for depth map upsampling, the edge position is propagated from the image data to the depth data.

3. IMAGE PREFILTERING FOR DOWNSAMPLING
In this section, we will further elaborate on the joint bilateral upsampling filter of Kopf et al. according to equation (3).
Note that q denotes integer locations at the low-resolution depth map. The corresponding image locations on the highresolution image are used in the range term of the filter. This effectively results in subsampling the image data without
proper pre-filtering. This results in aliasing of the image data.
In Section 6.1, we describe an experiment to show artifacts in the depth map that are caused by aliasing in the image
data. Figure 2 shows these results.
It is generally known that low-pass prefiltering can be applied to avoid aliasing. So we propose to scale the highresolution input image Ih to a low-resolution image Il with a reduced size by a factor of 8×8 and apply Il in the bilateral
filter. A straightforward solution would be to substitute image Ih in the range term of equation (3) by the filtered image Il.
We found that this solution results in a very blurry depth map. This can be easily understood. It is the original aim of the
filter to transfer the edge information from the image to the depth map. After filtering however, the edges in the image
are severely blurred. As a result this straightforward approach fails.
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We found a dual-resolution approach according to equation (6) to perform well. Here the range term depends on the
high-resolution image value Ih at the output position p, and the low-resolution image value Il at position q. We will
intuitively reason about this solution addressing few different typical situations:
[flat area]

In an image area where details are lacking, the impact of the prefilter is minimal. Due to the lack of
high frequency image content, the prefiltering does not remove any signal content. Hence in this case
prefiltering is not relevant and the filter output is not affected.

[textured area]

In an image area representing an object containing texture at a constant or gradually slanted depth, the
image prefiltering indeed alleviates aliasing. In this case, prefiltering essentially removes the texture
detail and determines the average color. In our dual-resolution approach, pixels from the textured
image are compared to pixels from the filtered image. On some of the pixel comparisons, these values
will be very similar. This is sufficient for proper functioning of the bilateral filter: if only a few tap
positions show a good match in the range term, these taps will become dominant in the total filter
output. This results in a correct filter output provided that the depth value at these tap positions are
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correct. In this case, the depth map for this textured area is constant or gradually slanted, so this
condition holds.
[object borders] Around an object border, the image properties of the foreground are different compared to the
background, and the depth values also differ. If p resides within the foreground object, then there are
typically at least a few tap positions q where the high-resolution image data matches the low-resolution
image data (this holds for flat and textured foreground); however, due to the differences in image
values between foreground and background, tap positions q in the background are not matching well.
Hence, at least a few depth values from the foreground are taken into account in the filter and
determine the output depth value at foreground positions p. For the background the reverse reasoning
applies, so the depth output on background positions p is determined by at least a few depth values at
background tap positions q. This shows that the edge location in the high-resolution image Ih is indeed
propagated into the output depth map Dh.
Note that we rely on the property of the filter that only a limited number of tap positions in the filter aperture needs to
contribute to the filter output as long as these tap positions are related to a correct depth value. The range term is used to
select these tap positions depending on the image contents. Reducing the number of contributing tap positions does not
degrade the filter output as long as these positions still relate to correct depth values.
We will apply this dual-resolution approach as part of the multi-step approach that is further explained in the next
section.

4. MULTI-STEP JOINT BILATERAL DEPTH UPSAMPLING
As a next step in the filter design, we aim for a reduction in computational complexity, while preserving the image
quality as much as possible. As basis, we apply the dual-resolution approach in the range filter term as described in
Section 3. The filter is characterized as follows:
•

The range filter kernel r uses image data from the high-resolution image at the output location p, and lowresolution image at the location q. Function r is a Gaussian kernel with σr of 0.1.

•

The range term depends on the normalized sum of the image differences of each of the image components R, G
and B.

•

The spatial filter kernel s is a simple box filter according to equation (4), hence this term is removed from the
equation.

•

The filter is applied in three successive steps, each step performing upsampling by a factor of 2×2.

•

As a consequence of the stepwise approach, images with a downscaling factor of 2×2, 4×4 and 8×8 are
required. Therefore, the image scaling is also applied in three successive steps, each scaling the image by a
factor of 2×2. So for each step, the lower resolution image Il is obtained from the higher resolution input image
Ih by prefiltering and downsampling. We applied a filter with coefficients 1,3,3,1 both in horizontal and vertical
direction.

•

The filter uses a reduced set of filter taps in the filter aperture S. Instead of a full footprint, only a cross or star
pattern is used. This will be further explained in Section 5.

A single upsampling step is carried out by a filter according to equation (7):
D ph =

∑w

p ,q

D ql

q∈S

∑w

p ,q

, where wp ,q = r (I ph − I ql )

(7)

q∈S

Optionally, a preprocessing step is performed at 8×8 resolution, before carrying out the 3 upsampling steps. This is an
identical joint bilateral filter (JBF), now operating on a single resolution depth map and image according to equation (8).
This preprocessing step allows for a large filter footprint at relatively low cost due to the coarse resolution.
D 'p =

∑w
q∈S

p ,q

Dq

∑w

p ,q

, where w p ,q = r (I p − I q )

(8)

q∈S
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Obviously, the bilateral filter is a non-linear filter. Yet, in smooth image areas, the range filter will have only limited
impact on the filter result and the implicit box filter for the spatial term becomes dominant. Applying the stepwise
approach to the box filter resembles a convolution of multiple box filters, resulting in an approximation of Gaussian
behavior. Hence, this stepwise approach allows us to simplify the spatial filter to a box filter and remove it from the
equation, while still providing an approximation of Gaussian filtering. In areas with substantial image contrast, the range
filter will be dominant, similar to straightforward application of bilinear filters.
The multi-step approach features three advantages. Firstly, it allows us to simplify the filter by removing the spatial filter
term from the equation. Secondly, it allows a substantial increase of filter aperture with limited increase in computational
cost. And, thirdly, it allows different filter configurations to tune the filter characteristics to the properties of the input
signal. In the next section, we will further elaborate on the choice of filter configurations for different use cases.

5. FILTER CONFIGURATIONS AND COMPUTATIONAL COST
5.1 Filter configurations
We aim for an optimal trade-off between image quality and computational cost. Normally, a filter aperture includes all
pixels in the surrounding of a pixel under processing. It is typically expressed as a square footprint of e.g. 7x7 pixels,
where each of these pixel positions corresponds to a filter tap. We found that our bilateral filter also performs well on a
reduced set of filter taps S. We distinguish the following parameters:
[Pattern]

The filter aperture pattern is either a cross or a star pattern.

[Radius]

The radius defines the size of the filter aperture. Its value is expressed in the low-resolution grid.

Figure 1 visualizes the “star” and “cross” patterns for a filter radius of 3.

a) traditional 7x7

b) star pattern

b) cross pattern

Fig. 1. Different filter tap configurations for reduction of the number of taps in the filter aperture S. As example we show a
filter radius of 3, visualized by the arrow. a) A full filter aperture of 7x7 pixels (49 taps). b) The “star” pattern (25 taps).
c) The “cross” pattern (13 taps).

To illustrate the value of our multi-step approach for quality vs. cost trade-offs, we define two example filter
configurations for depth-map upsampling by a factor of 8×8, see table 1. The “basic” configuration is intended for high
quality input data. This configuration aims only at refining the depth map and recovering the object shape in the depth
map. The “advanced” configuration is intended for lower quality depth maps, aiming at reduction of depth outliers as
well as recovering the object shape. The larger radius in the preprocessing and in the first refinement step results in
smoothing out depth outliers. We found that for a small radius in a filter step, the cross pattern is sufficient for a good
filter performance, and there is hardly any added value in using the star pattern. In case of a larger radius, it is beneficial
to extend the set of filter taps S to the star pattern. For a radius up to 5, we found that inclusion of all filter taps within the
radius provides hardly any additional image quality.
Table 1. Filter parameters for the “basic” and “advanced” configurations for the prefiltering step (JBF), and each of the three
refinement steps.

JBF (8×8)
Step 1 (8×8)
Step 2 (4×4)
Step 3 (2×2)
Aperture

Basic
Pattern
Radius
n.a.
n.a.
cross
1
cross
1
cross
1
36 × 36

Advanced
Pattern
Radius
star
5
star
2
cross
1
cross
1
132 × 132
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The total aperture of our proposed filter at image resolution is determined as follows. Let rp be the radius of the prefilter,
and r1, r2 and r3 the radius of the successive filter steps. Each filter step extends the total radius by the radius of that step
times its input resolution. So the total radius rt and filter aperture at are determined according to equation (9).
a t = 8 + 2 rt , where rt = 2 r3 + 4 r2 + 8 r3 + 8 r p

(9)

We will also apply the filter of Kopf et al. in two configurations, to obtain a comparable filter aperture. The “standard”
filter aperture uses the same settings as the original publication: a filter aperture of 5×5 (radius 2), σs is 0.5 and σr is 0.1.
At image resolution, this is an aperture of 40×40. Since the outer areas hardly contribute to the result due to the spatial
filter term, we consider this aperture comparable to the aperture of our basic configuration. The “large” aperture is
chosen as 17×17 (radius 8), covering 136×136 at image resolution. To adapt the filter characteristics to this larger
aperture, also σs is increased by a factor of 4 (same factor as the radius), so σs is 2.0 and σr is 0.1 (not modified). This
large aperture setting is comparable to the aperture of our “advanced” configuration.
5.2 Estimates of computational complexity
In order to compare computational cost of different solutions, we will now derive the number of “algorithmic operations”
per output sample. Although this measure is only indirectly related to implementation cost, it forms a useful indicator for
comparison of the different algorithms. Three types of operations are distinguished: basic operations (add, subtract,
absolute, table lookup, clip, round, etc.), multiplication and division. The Gaussian function is treated as table lookup
operation.
Table 2. Algorithmic operations per output sample.

JBF
Step 1
Step 2
Step 3
Scaling
Total

“basic” configuration
Step output grid
Normalized to full grid
basic
mul
div
basic
mul
div
0
0
0
53
5
1
3.3
0.3
0.1
53
5
1
13.3
1.3
0.3
53
5
1
53.0
5.0
1.0
5.9
3.0
75.5
9.6
1.3

“advanced” configuration
Step output grid
Normalized to full grid
basic
mul
div
basic
mul
div
449
41
1
7.0
0.6
0.0
185
17
1
11.6
1.1
0.1
53
5
1
13.3
1.3
0.3
53
5
1
53.0
5.0
1.0
5.9
3.0
90.7
10.9
1.3

The computation of one filter coefficient requires 9 basic operations, taking the sum of the component differences of
each of the three components (R, G, and B). Computation of one output using N filter taps requires 2 × (N-1) basic
operations, N multiplications and one division. In addition to the joint bilateral filter, the image downscaling must also
be accounted for. Executing the 1,3,3,1 filter requires 2 multiplications and 5 basic operations per output value per
component per filter step. After the horizontal filter, the vertical filter processes only half the amount of input data. Table
2 indicates the computational load for “basic” and “advanced” configurations. Note that the downscaling filter has a
limited contribution to the total.
Let us compare this computational complexity to the filter of Kopf et al. This filter uses the sum of squares for the
components and also needs to compute the spatial filter. Table 3 lists the number of operations per output sample for the
two filter configurations.
Table 3. Overview of operations per output sample for two filter configurations of Kopf et al.

“Standard” aperture 5×5
σs: 0.5 σr: 0.1
“Large” aperture 17×17
σs: 2.0 σr: 0.1

basic
323

mul
125

div
1

Total
449

3755

1445

1

5201
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Table 4. Overview of computational cost for different methods.
Aperture choice
Small
Large

Filter configuration
Proposed “basic”
Kopf et al “standard”
Proposed “advanced”
Kopf et al “large”

# ops
86
449
103
5201

Improvement factor
5.2
50.5

Table 4 depicts the overview of this analysis of computational cost. Note that our method results in a factor of 5.2
reduction of computational cost compared to the method of Kopf et al. for the simple configuration. Furthermore, with
larger filter aperture the benefits of our method are significantly better. For the large aperture, our method results in a
factor of 50.5 reduction in computational cost! This clearly illustrates the power of the multi-step approach: the
computational load scales in a favorable way when increasing the filter aperture.
All processing can be performed in a single pass over the input data by pipelining the multiple processing stages and
prefiltering the input image data on-the-fly. A computational cost in the range of 80-100 operations per pixel is not
infeasible for a real-time implementation on platforms suitable for consumer electronics products.

6. RESULTS
In this section, we will discuss the results of three experiments. The first experiment addresses the aliasing issue as
discussed in Section 3. After this, we describe two use cases: first, a high quality depth map, and second, a real-time
generated depth map of lower quality.
6.1 Aliasing and temporal stability
The first experiment shows the effect of aliasing in the image on the output of the filter. We took the Moebius image and
the ground-truth dept map from the Middlebury test [19]. First, the depth map was preprocessed to perform hole filling
of the occluded parts. Then we created a video sequence from these inputs by horizontally shifting both the highresolution image and the high-resolution depth map by one pixel at each successive frame. This sequence was cropped to
remove border artifacts due to our shift operation. As a last step, the image data was scaled using separable 6-tap
polyphase filtering to 720×576 pixels and the depth map was scaled to a resolution of 90×72 as given by our block size
of 8×8. The 720×576 resolution corresponds to standard definition video and allows for a good visualization of the
images on paper. Note that successive images only differ by the horizontal shift, so an ideal filter would provide identical
output depth maps, only shifted in the same way as their inputs. This set of shifted input images resembles motion in a
video sequence. Variation in the filter output is therefore directly related to temporal stability of the filter.
Figure 2a and 2b show the Moebius input data and depth map respectively. It is the purpose of the joint bilateral
upsampling filter to increase the resolution of the depth map to the resolution of the image. Figure 2c shows the result of
the filter by Kopf et al. on a selected area of the output depth map around the playing card, for input data shifted by -6, 3, 0, 3, and 6 pixels respectively. The clearly visible differences around the object borders are caused by aliasing due to
lack of prefiltering the image data used in the range term of the filter. This clearly shows lack of spatial consistency.
Since this set of images represents a moving 3D TV video sequence, this will result to unacceptable temporal stability
around the edges. So application of this filter in a 3D-television application will result in annoying artifacts, especially
since 3D rendering is sensitive to depth values near object edges.
We propose to apply a dual-resolution approach according to equation (6). We have built this solution in the filter of
Kopf et al. For this experiment, we applied a 6-tap separable polyphase filter that is also used in high quality video
scalers. Figure 2d shows the results of this enhanced filter on the Moebius inputs. The aliasing artifacts are not visible
anymore, but the depth map is less sharp near object edges. We found that an approximation of an ideal low-pass filter
indeed removes all visible aliasing artifacts, but this does not result in optimal sharpness of the edges in the depth map.
In the proposed solution, therefore we apply a weaker prefilter that still alleviates most of the aliasing artifacts and also
enables an implementation at very low computational cost.
Finally, we applied this input signal on our proposed solution. Figure 2e shows the results of our solution. The aliasing is
brought down to an acceptable level by the relatively simple 1,3,3,1 prefilter that we apply at each successive step.
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6.2 High quality depth maps
The Cones image (taken from the Middlebury test set [19]) represents a high quality input depth map. This data set
consists of a stereo pair with ground-truth disparity images at three resolutions: full, half and quarter size. Our
application addresses upsampling a depth map by a factor of 8×8. We have taken the full scale Cones image and
prepared the depth map as follows. First the quarter resolution disparity map was preprocessed to perform hole filling of
the occluded parts; then it was scaled down by a factor of 2×2 using separable 6-tap polyphase filtering. These inputs are
shown in figure 3a and 3b. We have cropped the images after processing for proper visualization of the image quality.
Figure 3c shows the result of the joint bilateral upsampling by Kopf et al. [8] and figure 3d shows our results. Since the
input is a high quality depth map, we used the standard aperture and basic configuration. Our results show sharper edges
on most of the cones. However, different tuning of both solutions is possible; therefore we classify these results as
comparable or better with respect to the results of the algorithm of Kopf et al.
6.3 Real-time generated depth maps with inaccuracies
The Flower input image is taken from stereo sequence Okizarisu [20], with the depth map generated using the real-time
disparity estimator system [4] based on 8×8 block matching [5]. This produces depth maps at 8×8 reduced resolution
compared to the input image. Figure 4a shows an input image and figure 4b shows the corresponding input depth map.
The depth map shows some inaccuracies. At the right-hand side of the flower, outside the flower petal, foreground depth
is propagated into the background (mark “A”). At the top-right part of the depth map, spurious outliers in depth value are
observed (mark “B”). In line with the observation of Yin and Cooperstock [21], such inaccuracies occur in ranges of
occlusion or lacking texture. For this class of input signals, we apply the “advanced” configuration of our filter and
compare this to the filter of Kopf et al. with a large aperture. Figure 4c and 4d show the results by the filter of Kopf et al.
and by our method respectively. As a first impression, both filters perform very well: the outliers are diffused over a
large image area (due to the wide filter aperture) and the object boundaries are restored very well. More careful
observation shows that the contrast around the right-hand outside edge of the flower is slightly better for our method.
Also the outliers at the top-right hand are somewhat better smoothed out. Again, different tuning of both filters is
possible. Therefore, also in this case, we classify our results as comparable or better with respect to the results published
before. Note however, that the main difference is in the aforementioned factor 50 reduction in computational cost for
obtaining these results.

7. CONCLUSIONS
We introduced a multi-step joint bilateral filter with anti-alias image prefiltering for upsampling of depth maps, while
providing quality vs. cost trade-offs. We derive a low-resolution image from the high-resolution input image by anti-alias
low-pass prefiltering. We showed that application of a dual-resolution range term improves spatial consistency of the
depth map, especially around object borders. When applied on depth signals for 3D television, spatial consistency relates
to motion, and therefore this solution will improve temporal consistency of the depth maps. We further illustrated the
upsampling filter using two examples. On a high quality depth map, our solution showed comparable or better results
with respect to the known methods, while featuring a factor of 5 lower computational cost. For a lower quality input
depth map, the multi-step approach allows us to apply a significantly wider filter aperture with only a slight increase in
computational cost. Also in this case, our method showed comparable or better results with respect to known methods,
while featuring a factor of 50 reduction of computational cost. This enables a cost-effective real-time implementation on
consumer electronics platforms.
We acknowledge Johannes Kopf for kindly sharing the C code of his joint bilateral filter implementation [8]. We are also
grateful for the inspiring discussions with Chris Varekamp and our other colleagues of Philips Research and NXP
Research.
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Experimental results: Moebius image prefilter experiment

a) Input image Moebius

b) Input depth map (8×8)

c) Kopf et al. “standard” aperture

d) Kopf et al. “standard” aperture enhanced with prefiltering

e) Proposed with “basic” configuration

Fig. 2. a) Moebius input image, b) the corresponding input depth map with depth values at 8×8 grid, c) detail of upsampled
depth map using the joint bilateral filter of Kopf et al. as published without prefiltering using “standard” aperture
settings, d) detail of upsampled depth map using the same filter as c) enhanced with image prefiltering, e) detail of the
upsampled depth map using the proposed algorithm with the “basic” configuration.
Images a) and b) are not shifted. Image sequences c) and d) are based on input image data that is horizontally shifted by
-6, -3, 0, 3, 6 pixels. For improved visualization on paper, the contrast of c), d) and e) is increased.
In c) significant differences can be observed, especially around the object borders. These differences are caused by
aliasing in the image data that is used in the range term of the bilateral filter. In d), all images look identical. This
shows that image prefiltering indeed resolves the aliasing. Image sequence e) shows that in our solution the aliasing is
brought down to an acceptable level by the relative simple prefilter that is applied at each successive step.
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Experimental results: Cones high quality input

a) Input image Cones

b) Input depth map (8×8)

c) Kopf et al. “standard” aperture

d) Proposed, “basic” configuration

Fig. 3. a) Cones input image, b) the corresponding input depth map with depth values on 8×8 grid (derived from groundtruth data), c) upsampled depth map using the joint bilateral filter of Kopf et al. with “standard” aperture settings, d)
upsampled depth map using our method with the “basic” configuration.
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Experimental results: Flower real-time generated input with inaccuracies

B
A

a) Input image Flower

b) Input depth map (8×8)

c) Kopf et al. “large” aperture

d) Proposed, “advanced” configuration

Fig. 4. a) Flower input image, b) the corresponding input depth map with depth values on 8×8 grid (generated with real-time
methods showing inaccuracies), c) upsampled depth map using the joint bilateral filter of Kopf et al. with “large”
aperture settings, d) upsampled depth map using our method with the “advanced” configuration.
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